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Over the span of nearly 800 years, the Old
Town has been home to many generations
of residents. A deep imprint on its history
has been left by its ﬁrst inhabitants, who
shaped the Old Town in ways which deﬁne
it to this day. For the generations of people
who lived and worked in Poznań, the city
provided a place to achieve their goals,
satisfy their needs, and pursue their dreams
and ambitions. The residents worked
tirelessly, aimed high and achieved a great
deal. They constantly strove to make things
better. Their rule in life was never to give up
or settle for less, but rather to keep growing
and keep seeking ways to improve their lives
and the world around them. History proved
them right, and their approach led them to
achieve numerous successes.
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tHe old market sQuare

In 1253, Przemysł I and Bolesław the Pious set out to build
Poznań on the left bank of the Warta River after the Cathedral Island settlement ran out of space for further expansion. To secure new growth opportunities, the dukes decided to erect a city from scratch in the form of a street grid
around a central market square surrounded by defensive
The residents formed
their own local government and judiciary. The
duke granted them the
right to draw beneﬁts
from the river and nearby
villages and to organise
fairs.

3

walls. The overall design was well-conceived – it improved
the quality of life for the residents, gave them a sense of
security, and provided opportunities for economic growth.
As a result, Poznań became
one of the largest and most
signiﬁcant towns in the Kingdom of Poland.

4
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As legend has it, the Poznań
billy goats saved the city from
a ﬁre. The ﬁre was spotted by a
cook who had chased the goats
up the tower on which the
animals put on a show, butting
their heads together.

who embodied ideal citizens. Added to the façade in modern times were depictions of rulers from the Piast and
Jagiellonian Dynasties. Timeless sayings were inscribed
in Latin. One of them reads: The city is what it is because
its citizens are what they are (Pythagoras). Another states:
Nothing in the matters of humans is more difﬁcult than governing well (Diocletian). The Town Hall houses the Museum
of Poznań History.
3
4

Poznań residents cared greatly for
justice and security. Therefore, life
in the city was subject to stern rules.
Two structures related to the enforcement of laws were erected in

7

tHe toWn Hall

The residents expected
exemplary behaviour of
their ofﬁcials, and provided
them with a constant
reminder of this in the form
of the allegories of Patience,
Prudence, Love, Righteousness, Faith, Hope, Courage
and Moderation.

tHe pillory
tHe municipal WeiGHHouse

For the residents, the
market square offered a
space where they could earn
money, celebrate events,
and meet socially.

Redesigned in the 16th century, the Town Hall is one of
Poland’s most beautiful Renaissance buildings. Poznań’s
residents wanted their authorities to manage the city effectively. City ofﬁcials were therefore expected to live up
to high standards. Seats in the city council were entrusted
only to the most deserving and experienced candidates,

6

The Weighhouse played a particularly
crucial role during Poznań’s fairs. Its
weighing ofﬁcers checked merchandise by applying a precise system of
weights and measures.

the Square. One of them was the Municipal Weighhouse. Its purpose was
to ensure that merchants selling their
wares in Poznań’s market square traded
fairly. Justice was meted out to criminals in the building’s courtroom. Many
The Pillory was located at the exact
geometrical centre of Poznań. It symbolised the rule of the law in the city,
and served as a warning to all those
who contemplated violating the law.

8

of these sentenced would end up on the Pillory, punished with
public exposure, ﬂagellation or the severing of body parts.
5

to ensure the city’s prosperity and, consequently, that of
its residents. The Town Hall’s façade ﬁguratively depicts
the qualities expected of public servants. Its ground ﬂoor
adornments refer to the allegories of the virtues, while its
upper ﬂoor decorations represent heroes from antiquity

5
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the mielŻyński Palace
the DziaŁyński Palace

In 1806, the Mielżyński Palace received two distinguished
guests: Józef Wybicki (the author of the Polish national anthem) and Gen. Dąbrowski (the anthem’s protagonist). The
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In 1806, the Mielżyński Palace received two distinguished
guests: Józef Wybicki (the author of the Polish national anthem) and Gen. Dąbrowski (the anthem’s protagonist). The

remodelled, the streets were paved, street cleaning duties
were assigned, and a guardhouse was constructed to house
the local law enforcement ofﬁcers, i.e. municipal soldiers.

“March, march, Dąbrowski! (…)
Under your command, We shall rejoin the nation”. With these words,
the crowd welcomed the general.

two arrived in Poznań as envoys of
Napoleon Bonaparte, who many Poles
9
hoped would help Poland regain independence. The envoys drummed up
the support of Poznań’s residents, who were anxious to ﬁght
for their freedom and fed up with watching the Prussian occupant curtail their liberties. Their uprising turned out to be
successful.
During the 19th-century Partitions, the Działyński Palace
was a hub of national life. Its owner, Count Tytus Działyński,
initiated projects designed to unify the Polish community,
foster their intellectual and cultural development, and boost
entrepreneurship. Anyone with an interest in doing so was
welcome to attend the open scientiﬁc lectures, concerts,
drama performances, and trade
displays held in the Palace.
In the Działyński Palace, Poznań
and Wielkopolska residents could
acquire knowledge and experience. The effort was a response
to the occupying Prussians’ policies of restricting Poles’ rights.

10

7

tHe GuardHouse

A succession of wars waged in the late 18th century left Poznań
largely devastated, and its economy and municipal policies in
The Guardhouse came to
stand for the many improvements accomplished by the
Good Order Commission.
The city was made safer
and more beautiful.

8
9

tHe pinocci toWnHouse
“under tHe canopy” toWnHouse

Poznań’s market square has seen its share of royalty. During
the Swedish Deluge in 1657, King Jan Kazimierz and his court
stayed in the Pinocci townhouse. The occasion for the visit
was an international meeting being held in the city to plan
The anti-Swedish meeting, dedicated to devising ways to drive out
the enemy and restore a desperately coveted peace, was hosted
by King Jan Kazimierz.

a way to defeat the Swedes. The
decisions made there proved to be
pivotal for the future course of the
war. An effective strategy was devised that ultimately helped drive 13
the Swedes from Polish soil. King
August the Strong, who ruled the country decades later, went
down in Poznań’s history in a rather ignoble way. He dragged
Poland into a prolonged armed conﬂict, which ultimately
threw Poznań into decline. During his stay in the city in 1715,
the King is said to have fallen out of
a townhouse window while partying
wildly. He was saved by a canopy that
hung over its entrance.

14

need of fundamental reform.
Like other parts of the King- 11
dom of Poland, Poznań established a Good Order Commission. A number of projects were then carried out at the initiative of its active residents: the Town Hall and the Castle were

12

This building is crowned
with the coats of arms of
the Kingdom of Poland
(the Eagle), Lithuania
(the Pursuer) and King
Stanisław Poniatowski
(the Bull Calf), under
whose rule the Guardhouse was constructed.

Poznań’s residents, who cared for
the success of their city, bitterly
resented the policies of Augustus
the Strong. The King’s fall from the
townhouse window might actually
have been of their doing.

10 tHe prominent burGHers’ toWnHouses
11 tHe mercHant buildinGs
Poznań’s burghers belonged to
various social strata. They all
p ursu e d a life of dig nit y a n d
lu x ur y to th e b e s t of th eir
Townhouses 41-43 were owned
by Poznań’s nobility. The buildings’
opulent interiors contained
Persian rugs, clocks, paintings
and coffered ceilings, which have
survived to this day.
15
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The modest merchants
erected small but elegant
townhouses. They
traded their wares on
the ground ﬂoors and
took residence upstairs.
An inscription on one
arcade column shows
the year of completion of
construction: 1535.

13
14

12
15

abilities. They were also very resourceful. The nobility engaged in large-scale trading. They used their
hefty profits to pay for the city’s top-priced lots and
built magnificent, lavishly-furnished townhouses. In
contrast, the city’s merchants were small-time peddlers who traded in fish and salt in the arcades of
the houses they had erected. In the 16 th century,
Poznań residents made up one of the most affluent
local communities in the Kingdom of Poland.

16
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old toWn
12. Former Dominican Church
13. Former Synagogue
14. Former city walls
15. Former Royal Castle
16. Franciscan Church
17. Former department store
18. Former Saski Hotel
19. Post-Jesuit complex
19a. Parish Church
19b. Former Jesuit School
19c. Former Jesuit College
20. Former Górka Palace
21. Back yard of the Otto Stern’s townhouse

the royal-imperial route
main route: old town
tram stop on the royal imperial-route
lifering
tourist information
Poznań city Bike station
museum
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12 tHe former dominican cHurcH
The Dominicans arrived in Poznań in the ﬁrst half of the
13th century. Founded by St. Dominic Guzman, their order adopted new monastic rules which released the friars
from the conﬁnes of the monastery and allowed them
to mingle with lay people to spread the word of God. This
earned them the name “the Order of Preachers”. The Dominicans lived off alms and, like
the Franciscans, were a begging
(mendicant) order. They resided
mainly in large cities.

18

The Church is one of the key examples in Poland of early gothic
architecture. The remarkable
artistry of its builders can be
seen in its marvellously carved
portal, which is now more than
780 years old.

sophisticated members needed a new space that would
allow them to both develop themselves spiritually and
nurture their faith and its traditions as enshrined in the
Talmud. Through a joint effort, in 1907, they constructed a new synagogue at the former Stawny Square. The
new building could accommodate 650 men and as many
women.
During World War II, the
synagogue was converted by
the Germans into a swimming
pool for Wehrmacht soldiers.
It continued operating in this
capacity after the war until the
early 21st century.

14

tHe former city Walls

Poznań residents wanted to feel safe. To achieve this, they
needed to erect their own defensive system to protect
them in the event of a siege. In the 14th and 15th centuries,

The Church of the Dominican order
in Poznań was very grand in its design given the structural limitations
of the time. The Dominicans wanted
to underscore their status as well as
accommodate a large congregation.
The appearance of the Church today
is the result of reconstructions
in the 18th and early 19th century.
The building currently houses
a Jesuit church and monastery.

Whenever the city faced
ﬁnancial difﬁculties, some
keeps were rented out as residences. One of them
was also incorporated into
the St. Catherine cloister
complex, and has survived
to this day.
22

19

13 tHe former synaGoGue
The thriving city attracted numerous merchants and
craftsmen. As a result, its population grew rapidly in
the late 19 th and early 20 th centuries, fuelling development and expansion. While Jews had played a special
role in the local community ever since the Middle Ages,
their modest prayer houses and school were now unable
to meet the needs of the growing community. Its bold and

20

21

The monumental ediﬁce had
a powerful impact on the
surrounding neighbourhood.
It attracted attention with its
multiple shapes grouped around
a single axis placed at a domed
centre. The base of the axis led
to the Aron Kodesh, or Torah
ark, the holy place where the
Torah scrolls were kept.

Poznań’s aging fortiﬁcations were replaced with a ring of
sturdy city walls measuring 1700 m in length and 7 m in
height. The city was accessible via four guarded gates.
Some of the city walls were
dismantled in the 18th and
19 th centuries. Their location
is marked on the pavements
in the Old Town with a red
brick line.

During crises, Poznań was 23
defended not only by its military, but also by the burghers. Craftsmen, who were associated in guilds, were assigned to defend a speciﬁc section
of the wall and speciﬁc keeps, hence their names, which
include Tailor’s, Chimney Sweep’s and Butcher’s keep.
15 tHe former royal castle
The Castle served as a residence for Polish kings since the
13th century. Within its walls crucial decisions concerning
the state were made by Poland’s rulers, who wanted to en-
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Follow the route treaded by forty generations of
Poznań inhabitants. You will reach locations which
tell astonishing stories. You will encounter historic
sites and ﬁgures that have witnessed the city’s history.
You will learn about the lives of people whose
ambitions, dreams and needs drove them to make
Poznań what it is today. How did they manage
to achieve such goals?
History shows us that to act is human nature.
People constantly change themselves and the world
around them. They set and pursue new goals. This is
the only way to progress and reach for the crown.

The Castle was not only the
residence of the monarch
but also Poznań’s last line of
defence. Situated atop a hill,
it towered over the city as
a symbol of royal power.

sure the country’s stability
and growth. It was here in
the 13th century, for example, that Przemysł II sought 24
to reunite Poland into a single country after nearly 160 years
of fragmentation. It was also in the Caste, in 1493, that Jan
Olbracht received homage from the Grand Master of the
Knights of the Teutonic Order Johann von
Tiffen, who acknowledged his state’s submission to the Polish King.
During the reign of Przemysł II, a white
crowned eagle was placed on the coat
of arms of the Kingdom of Poland.

16 franciscan cHurcH
Brought by Poznań’s Bishop Andrzej Szołdrski in the ﬁrst
half of the 17th century, the Conventual Franciscans competed for spiritual leadership with another branch of the
Order known as the Bernardines. To encourage the faithful and inspire their imagination and religious spirit, the friThanks to the general
popularity the Franciscans
enjoyed with the burghers
in Poznań and the rest of
Poland throughout the
17th and 18th centuries, the
friars managed to erect a
monastery in Poznań at a
prime location on Przemysł
Hill, in the immediate vicinity of the Royal Castle.

25

ars made use of the talents
of Adam and Antoni Swach,
authors of the remarkable paintings and ornamentation
in the shrine. Since the 18th century, pilgrims from across
Europe have streamed to the Church to pray in front of
the painting “Virgin Mary
the Miracle-worker – Our

26

The elaborately sculpted
stalls illustrate Antoni
Swach’s remarkable talent.
A dragon, which was a
symbol of despised evil, can
be found at the foot of the
entrance to them.

Lady of Poznań”. The painting is on display in the church’s
left nave on a lavishly decorated altar.
17 tHe former department store
The demanding residents of Poznań wanted more… At the
turn of the 20 th century, their aspirations resulted in stiffer
competition for customers. A number of luxury department stores were established offering top-quality wares
for the rich. The laws of supply and demand and marketing
efforts inﬂuenced their architecture, which was intended
to draw customers’ attention. The city embraced pioneering technological solutions, such
as the reinforced concrete structural frame used in 1904 in the
construction of the Deierling and
Morgenstern Department Store.
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The building’s modern structure
was concealed under an art
nouveau façade. A freight lift
and a central heating system
were installed within.

18 tHe former saski (saXon) Hotel
As a burgeoning centre of culture and commerce, Poznań
needed suitable accommodations for traveling businessmen and ofﬁcials headed for
The Saski Hotel remained in
operation until the mid-19 th
century when its role was
assumed by the Bazar.
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Berlin. This role was assumed by the Saski Hotel up until the
late 18th century. The Hotel also doubled as a cultural centre
and a meeting venue used by local business people in the ﬁrst
half of the 19th century. In 1806, Napoleon Bonaparte signed
a crucial peace treaty with Saxony in its Redoubt Room,
thereby breaking up the anti-French coalition. The place
is additionally associated with the
changes brought about by the Napoleonic Code, which ensured the city’s
independence and free trade within it.
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The Hotel was visited by the French
Emperor Napoleon Bonaparte. During
his several visits to Poznań, Bonaparte
also stayed in the former building of
the Jesuit College (see 19c ).

19 tHe post-Jesuit compleX
The Jesuits arrived in Poznań in the early 1570s. Their goal
was to establish an academy and university in the west
of the Commonwealth of Poland; their mission: to spread
Christian knowledge in line with Church reforms following
the Council of Trent and
based on new teaching
methods.
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The Jesuits erected
a building complex
which included a church,
a school and a college
building.

19a parisH cHurcH
Constructed with great ﬂourish
and modelled on Baroque Roman
basilicas, Poznań’s parish church
intimidated burghers who were
used to more modest churchThe Parish Church towers over
the street, enclosing it with
its monumental façade, which
features a centrally placed ﬁgure of
St. Ignacy Loyola, the founder
of the Jesuit Order.
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es. Its richly decorated polychromies and stucco work
were intended to reﬁne the tastes of the city’s 17th- and
18th-century residents.
Built by the Jesuits, the Church
became a weapon of war in the
ﬁght against the reformation. Its
lavish interior was meant to intimidate burghers and convince
them of the power and invincibility of the Catholic Church.
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The Parish Church features
a unique 19 th-century organ
constructed by the prominent
organ builder Friedrich Ladegast.

Its interiors are adorned with paintings representing Polish saints and those associated with the Jesuits. A painting in the main altar depicts the raising of Piotrovine from
the dead by Bishop Stanisław. Its side altars house paintings of St. Stanisław Kostka and St. Ignatius of Loyola.
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The Parish Church features
a unique 19 th-century organ
constructed by the prominent
organ builder Friedrich Ladegast.

Its interiors are adorned with paintings representing Polish saints and those associated with the Jesuits. A painting in the main altar depicts the raising of Piotrovine from
the dead by Bishop Stanisław. Its side altars house paintings of St. Stanisław Kostka and St. Ignatius of Loyola.

19b tHe former Jesuit scHool

20 former GÓrka palace

Founded in 1573, the Jesuit School inspired sensitivity
to art and science in its students. Although it was erected
to house a school, the history of theatre in Poznań began

The city’s history includes the stories of families and remarkable people who worked hard at their personal improvement and advancement. Successive generations
of Wielkopolska’s Górka family included bishops, royal
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The school’s courtyard
became one of Poznań’s
first theatrical stages.
Around 1782, the stage
was taken by Wojciech
Bogusławski, the father
of Polish drama, along
with his troupe.

in this building. The Jesuits had two reasons to use drama in their schools. Firstly, they found it to be the best
way to communicate important messages in an easily understandable manner. Thus, the theatre played a role ﬁlled
today by the mass media. Secondly, they sought to encourage their student-actors to become good public speakers.
19c tHe former Jesuit colleGe
Elevated to a university in 1613 by King Zygmunt III Waza,
the Jesuit Academy was Poznań’s second institution of
higher learning. Its students came from various social
strata, including the nobility, burghers and even the peasantry. The university provided the city’s residents with

ofﬁcials, diplomats and patrons of art. Their success was symbolised by the palace
erected in the 16th century by the Wielkopolska Governor
Łukasz Górka and his brother Andrzej, the Starost General of Wielkopolska. According to records, the top ﬂoor of
the building housed a ﬁsh pond (!). Traces of the family’s
afﬂuence and the magniﬁcence of its residence are richly
decorated portal sculptures depicting a cornucopia. The
portal led to a splendid
Renaissance courtyard
(on Klasztorna Street).
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21 tHe back yard of tHe
34

an opportunity to advance in society and make a career.
The scores of students who came to the city also consumed the goods and services offered in town. Devout
burghers readily supported the
Jesuit monastery with alms and
bequests.
The ambitions of Poznań’s
burghers were symbolised by
the Parish collegiate church,
with a tower nearly 90 m in
height, which once stood at
today’s Kolegiacki Square.
Damaged in the 19 th century,
the Church was condemned to
demolition.
35

36

The Górka Palace
towered over neighbouring townhouses.
The Górkas wanted
to emphasise their
superiority over the
bourgeoisie.

The Poznań College
was known for its humanities. Its teachers
included foreigners
from countries
throughout western
and central Europe.

The palace in Poznań
was the family’s main
residence. The Górkas,
who were one of Poland’s
most powerful magnate
families in the 16th
century, owned other
residences in the capital
city of Kraków as well as
in Lviv (Lwów).

otto stern’s toWnHouse
During the ﬂedgling period of modernity in the 19th century,
people embraced the spirit of the times. They yearned for
comfort, and their pursuit of it is exempliﬁed by the backyard
of the townhouse at ul. Wielka 27 and Woźna 9. This architecturally tasteful, stylish and comfortable ediﬁce with a spacious
outbuilding guaranteed premium living conditions. Its appealing bright façade and large windows allowed ample daylight
to penetrate into the
dwelling’s interiors.

38

The townhouse’s
spacious backyard
signiﬁed afﬂuence,
cultivation and an
awareness of the
signiﬁcance of purity
in life.
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The townhouse’s
spacious backyard
signiﬁed afﬂuence,
cultivation and an
awareness of the
signiﬁcance of purity
in life.
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old toWn
tourist routes
the royal-imperial route
The Route symbol placed along its course helps
ﬁnd one’s bearings around the city.
main route: old town
secondary route: st. adalbert Hill
secondary route: piaski and Grobla
tram line along the royal-imperial route
Trams are available that make it easy to move quickly
along the Royal-Imperial Route.
Poznań city Bike station
City bikes are a convenient alternative to touring
the Royal-Imperial Route on foot.
lifering
The information panels include a map and descriptions
of each part of the Royal-Imperial Route.
tourist information

old
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Wn

practical
information
tourist information
centre
Stary Rynek 59/60
1.10.-30.04.: Mon.-Fri. 10am6pm, Sat.-Sun. 10am-5pm;
1.05.-30.09.: Mon.-Fri. 10am8pm, Sat.-Sun. 10am-6pm;
ph. +48 61 852 61 56
www.poznan.pl/cim
Poznań history museum
Stary Rynek 1
museum of applied arts
(Góra Przemysła 1)
16.06.-15.09.: Tue.-Thu. 11am5pm; 16.09.-15.06.: Tue.-Thu.
9am-3pm, Fri. 12noon-9pm,
Sat.-Sun. 11am-6pm;
www.mnp.art.pl

JÓZEF IGNACy KRASZEWSKI
workshop-museum
ul. Wroniecka 14
Mon.-Fri. 10am-3pm;
www.bracz.edu.pl/mjik
ARSENAŁ municipal
gallery / Poznań
phOTOPLASTicON
Stary Rynek 6
Tue.-Sat. 12noon-7pm,
Sun. 11am-4pm;
www.fotoplastykonpoznanski.pl
www.arsenal.art.pl
Polish dance theatre
ul. Kozia 4
www.ptt-poznan.pl

croissant MUSEUM
of Poznań
ARCHEOLOGICal museum
entrance on ul. Klasztorna 23
ul. Wodna 27
1.09.-30.06.: Tue.-Thu. 9am-4pm, Tue.-Sun. Croissant display:
Fri.-Sat. 10am-5pm, Sun. 12noon- 11:10am, 12:30pm, 1:45pm, 3pm;
www.rogalowemuzeum.pl
4pm; 1.07.-31.08.:
Tue.-Thu. 10am-5pm, Fri.-Sat.
11am-6pm, Sun. 12noon-4pm;
historic Poznań mockups
www.muzarp.poznan.pl
ul. Ludgardy
(Franciscan Monastery cellars)
Wielkopolska
Sessions from 11:45am
military museum
to 4:15pm;
Stary Rynek 9
peak season: until 6:30pm;
16.06.-15.09.: Tue.-Thu. 11amwww.makieta.poznan.pl
5pm; 16.09.-15.06.: Tue.-Thu.
PARISH CHURCH
9am-3pm, Fri. g.12-9pm,
Sat.-Sun. 11am-6pm;
ul. Gołębia 1
www.mnp.art.pl
Organ concerts Sat. 12:15;
www.fara.archpoznan.pl
MUSEUM of Wielkopolska
uprising 1918-1919
museum of musical
Stary Rynek 3
instruments
(Stary Rynek 45)
Tue.-Fri. 10am-5pm,
Sat.-Sun. 10am-3pm;
temporarily closed.
www.muzeumniepodleglosci.
View point
poznan.pl
on the tower of the
HENRYK SIENKIEWICZ
former royal castle
literary museum
Góra Przemysła 1
Stary Rynek 84
30.04-1.10 Tue.-Sun. 12.30-20
Tue.-Fri. 9am-5pm,
2.10-29.04 Tue.-Sun. 10.30-18
Sat. 9am-4pm;
www.bracz.edu.pl/mhs

With us, you are certain to reach your destination!
Set out on a trail to the most fascinating parts of Poznań.
To help you along the way, we have prepared a series
of folders, a website and a guidebook.
.................................................

Start your walking tour along the Royal-Imperial Route at
Porta Posnania. This is Poland’s first heritage interpretation
centre and a perfect gateway into Poznań’s past.
www.bramapoznania.pl
.................................................
Short of time? Take advantage of our main routes
(Cathedral Island, Old Town and City Centre).
.................................................
Have the stories you have heard sparked your interest?
Go on an extra tour on our secondary (Śródka /
Chwaliszewo, St. Adalbert Hill / Piaski / Grobla, city center
routes) or thematic routes.
.................................................
You can find all information on our mobile-friendly website
at www.trakt.poznan.pl.
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Follow the route treaded by forty generations of
Poznań inhabitants. You will reach locations which
tell astonishing stories. You will encounter historic
sites and ﬁgures that have witnessed the city’s history.
You will learn about the lives of people whose
ambitions, dreams and needs drove them to make
Poznań what it is today. How did they manage
to achieve such goals?
History shows us that to act is human nature.
People constantly change themselves and the world
around them. They set and pursue new goals. This is
the only way to progress and reach for the crown.

The Castle was not only the
residence of the monarch
but also Poznań’s last line of
defence. Situated atop a hill,
it towered over the city as
a symbol of royal power.

sure the country’s stability
and growth. It was here in
the 13th century, for example, that Przemysł II sought 24
to reunite Poland into a single country after nearly 160 years
of fragmentation. It was also in the Caste, in 1493, that Jan
Olbracht received homage from the Grand Master of the
Knights of the Teutonic Order Johann von
Tiffen, who acknowledged his state’s submission to the Polish King.
During the reign of Przemysł II, a white
crowned eagle was placed on the coat
of arms of the Kingdom of Poland.

16 franciscan cHurcH
Brought by Poznań’s Bishop Andrzej Szołdrski in the ﬁrst
half of the 17th century, the Conventual Franciscans competed for spiritual leadership with another branch of the
Order known as the Bernardines. To encourage the faithful and inspire their imagination and religious spirit, the friThanks to the general
popularity the Franciscans
enjoyed with the burghers
in Poznań and the rest of
Poland throughout the
17th and 18th centuries, the
friars managed to erect a
monastery in Poznań at a
prime location on Przemysł
Hill, in the immediate vicinity of the Royal Castle.
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ars made use of the talents
of Adam and Antoni Swach,
authors of the remarkable paintings and ornamentation
in the shrine. Since the 18th century, pilgrims from across
Europe have streamed to the Church to pray in front of
the painting “Virgin Mary
the Miracle-worker – Our
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The elaborately sculpted
stalls illustrate Antoni
Swach’s remarkable talent.
A dragon, which was a
symbol of despised evil, can
be found at the foot of the
entrance to them.

